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Abstract Extracting text out of PDF documents is never an easy task when a higher degree of accuracy and consistency are the two main criteria to be attained. Although, there exist a considerable number of such systems; however, most of them are falling short of offering desirable performance especially when academic literature is the concern. Researches, those involved heavily in text mining and project analyzing, need an accurate and consistent supporting tool for PDF-To-Text (PTT) conversion. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a Natural Language Processing based PDF-to-text (NLPDF) conversion system, which comprises of two major steps, namely (i) reads contents from the PDF and (ii) reconstruct the text. The performance of the proposed system is evaluated via four metrics, namely Precision, Recall, F -Measure (AF), and standard deviation, and compared with eight other similar benchmarked systems available in the market. The experimental results evidently demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system.  
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